
    We opted for GUEPARDO
 because it runs within the 

Netweaver platform, 
generating speed 

in our process.

Dânea Domelles Pereira
Tax Coordinating Manager

GetNet GUEPARDO IS GETNET'S FISCAL SOLUTION
In seeking a tax solution that meets the speed requirements in processing tax 
obligations, GetNet found GUEPARDO FH!
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#SuccessCase



Since 2003 in the Brazilian market, the GetNet Network has been offering payment 
solutions and electronic transaction authorizations.

A pioneer in the Network & Service Provider 
(N&SP) concept, GetNet offers a means 
of payment and electronic transaction 
authorization solution. To keep up with its 
wide area of services, GetNet needed a tax 
solution that optimized the time of calculation.
The chosen one was GUEPARDO. “We 
chose GUEPARDO  because it runs within 
the Netweaver platform, eliminating the risks 
of working with outdated data and speeding 
our process. One of the features that is 

significantly contributing to GetNet, by the 
schedule and monitor of tax obligations, 
is that with it we keep control over who is 
responsible for the obligations of the various 
companies and subsidiaries, not missing the 
deadlines, ”says Dânea. , Tax Coordinator of 
Getnet

GUEPARDO IS GETNET'S FISCAL SOLUTION

Generate process speed and deliveries. The implementation of GUEPARDO Tax 
Solution in GetNet can be considered a 
successful case because it met the needs 
and expectations of the company reducing 
possible risks and failures in tax deliveries, 
as well as running within the Netweaver 
platform, which generates more speed to 
processes and deliveries. .

# Speed and agility in the determination;

# Delivery of obligations on time;

# Eliminate risks of working with outdated data;

# Schedule and monitor tax obligations that 
maintain control over the tax liability.
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